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(+1)2167072600 - http://www.provenancecleveland.com

A complete menu of Provenance Cafe from Cleveland covering all 18 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Provenance Cafe:
we eat regularly in this cafeteria, whether we come to the right museum or come strictly for eating. in the past

was an Indian rice tasty; recently the menu was a block of boiled tofu with steamed brokkoli and flower cabbage.
patrons visit various food stations, order their food and get it cafeteria style. Eating is in a huge, airy, bright

courtyard. menu is a changing, seasonal format. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also
be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Provenance Cafe:

it is nice to have some vegan options in the art museum. there were no hot dining options that were vegan the
day we went, so we have an Asian reisnudelsalat from the tomb-n-go cooler that was decent. we rounded our

meal with a vegan leaves from bakery (excellent!, cappuccino with mandelmilch (excellent!) and a fruit cup. not
bad! read more. If you're desiring some zesty South American cuisine, you've come to the right place: delicious
meals, roasted with fish, seafood, and meat, though corn, beans, and potatoes are also in the menu, Dishes

are also prepared here, deliciously and freshly with traditional Indian spices. Furthermore, you'll find scrumptious
American dishes, like for instance burgers and grilled meat on the menu, The guests of the restaurant also

appreciate the comprehensive variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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P�z�
FUSION

Mai� Cours�
SEA BASS

Sweet� & Dessert�
FRUIT CUP

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
FRUIT

TOFU

TRAVEL

HONEY

CHOCOLATE

MUSHROOMS

CHEESE
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